Amy Statuto is the Principal of New York-based ASI Design Studio, Inc., an
award winning and innovative agency that seamlessly blends residential and
hospitality design.
A graduate of Parson’s School of Design in New York City, Amy has built a
reputation in the design field for her ability to transform high-end design
concepts into economically realistic yet visually stunning spaces for her clients.
She has worked alongside some of the world’s foremost designers—among
them, famed restaurant, hotel and set designer David Rockwell. Her firm,
launched in 2002, specializes in design and development of a wide range of
spaces including residential homes, hotels, and restaurants. From the schematic
phase through the construction phase, Amy’s finely-honed ability to creatively
combine classic and contemporary styles allows her to be practical yet cuttingedge.
Her vast resources, long-held relationships across the industry and appreciation
for fiscally-responsible high style have made Amy an invaluable designer for
many of her clients, which have included singer/songwriter John Mayer,
culinary luminaries David Burke and Rachel Ray, Fox News Channel anchor
Shepard Smith, and Kenneth Cole to name a few.
Working on the hospitality side of the design industry has given Amy a unique
set of skills that translate beautifully into residential design. By sourcing items
that are unique and out of the ordinary, she is able to guide her clients to the
most creative ways possible to make the most of their budgets and their space.
Her extensive experience of trouble-shooting the most challenging of hospitality
design problems has also given her the ability to think outside of the box and
deftly manage any and all crises, whether brought on by budget or time
constraints, durability issues and the like.
Amy is a certified LEED AP in New Construction through the U.S. Green
Building Council; her design for Bloom, an organic restaurant in Hastings-on-

Hudson, NY, was nominated for a Green design award and has graced the cover
of Hospitality Design Magazine. She has also served as a guest speaker for the
magazine’s Green Speak Panel as well as their H.O.T. (Hotels of Tomorrow)
Panel and she has been featured as a visionary in the bestseller, "Who Is In the
Bull Market," by author Seth Godin.
Her recent charitable projects include the revamping of a Battered Woman’s
shelter for Safe Horizons, a non-profit organization that helps move “victims of
violence from crisis to confidence.” As well as product development for Nest,
an organization that provides micro finance loans for woman entrepreneurs in
impoverished countries.

